
1. Introduction
Chorus waves are among the most intense and ubiquitous electromagnetic waves present in the inner mag-
netosphere (Agapitov et al., 2013; Cattell et al., 2008; Cully et al., 2011; Li, Bortnik, et al., 2011; Meredith 
et al., 2001; Tsurutani & Smith, 1974). They are most intense in the lower band frequency range between 
0.1 cef  and 0.5 cef  (with cef  the equatorial gyrofrequency), where they mainly propagate with low wave nor-
mal angles (Agapitov et  al.,  2013; Agapitov, Mourenas, et  al.,  2018; Li et  al.,  2013; Santolík, Macúšová, 
et al., 2014) under the form of rising tones (Cully et al., 2011; Li, Thorne, et al., 2011; Macúšová et al., 2010) 
typically lasting ∼ 100 300 ms. Their linear excitation in the equatorial region by injected anisotropic elec-
trons (LeDocq et al., 1998; Santolík et al., 2004) and their nonlinear growth under the form of rising tones 
have been well reproduced by various particle-in-cell codes, Vlasov hybrid codes, and semi-analytical mod-
els (Demekhov et al., 2017; Demekhov & Trakhtengerts, 2008; Katoh & Omura, 2007, 2013; Lu et al., 2019; 
Nunn, 1986; Nunn et al., 2009; Omura et al., 2008; Tao et al., 2012, 2017). The nonlinear theory of chorus 
wave generation has shown that the magnetic field inhomogeneity controls the formation of an electron 
hole near the velocity of cyclotron resonance (Karpman et al., 1974; Nunn, 1974), producing a resonant cur-
rent that leads to a concomitant increase of wave amplitude and frequency (e.g., Hikishima & Omura, 2012; 
Omura et al., 2008, 2013; Shklyar & Matsumoto (2009); Summers et al., 2013). The temporal variation of  
∼ 10 1000 keV electron precipitation induced by chorus waves was found to depend on the separation be-
tween successive rising tone elements (Chen et al., 2020; Miyoshi et al., 2015; Saito et al., 2012).

However, high resolution waveform measurements on board Cluster and Time History of Events and 
Macroscale Interactions during Substorms (THEMIS) spacecraft, and the Van Allen Probes, have revealed 
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the presence of a fine structure inside long rising tone chorus waves, consisting of subpackets of various 
amplitudes and duration (Cattell et al., 2008; Santolík, Kletzing, et al., 2014; Santolík et al., 2003; Wilson 
et al., 2011). The corresponding wave amplitude modulations were found to significantly affect, and poten-
tially reduce, the nonlinear trapping-induced acceleration of cyclotron resonant relativistic electrons by 
intense chorus waves in the case of isolated and independent packets/subpackets (Kubota & Omura, 2018; 
Mourenas et al., 2018; Tao et al., 2013).

Recent statistics of chorus wave packet properties obtained from Van Allen Probes and THEMIS measure-
ments have further shown that short packets represent the overwhelming majority of the observed lower 
band chorus packets (X. J. Zhang et al., 2018; X. J. Zhang et al., 2019; X. J. Zhang, Mourenas, et al., 2020; 
Mourenas et al., 2018). In particular, X. J. Zhang, Mourenas, et al. (2020); X. J. Zhang, Agapitov, et al. (2020) 
found that wave frequency and phase vary very fast and randomly near the edges of most wave packets (or 
subpackets), especially for short packets of length   10 30 (in number of wave periods). Using realistic 
wave packet properties, X. J. Zhang, Agapitov, et al. (2020) showed that nonlinear electron acceleration is 
strongly reduced in the presence of such strong wave frequency/phase jumps between successive packets, 
leading to a more advective or diffusive-like electron energization, as in the case of an interaction with an 
ensemble of isolated and independent short wave packets (Mourenas et al., 2018).

These recently discovered statistical characteristics of the fine structure of chorus waves should be com-
pared with results from simulations of nonlinear chorus wave generation to check whether these different 
codes can accurately reproduce all the observed features. This is the main goal of the present work. Verify-
ing the reliability of simulations in reproducing realistic chorus waves is important to assess whether these 
codes can be safely used to understand and predict the dynamics of electrons interacting with chorus waves 
in the radiation belts and in the plasma sheet. In particular, it will allow to determine the approximate do-
mains of wave packets parameters covered by each specific code, as compared to the full parameter domain 
of the observed chorus wave packets.

In the next section, we first provide a brief description of Van Allen Probes and THEMIS chorus wave 
measurements. We also discuss the different characteristics of the four codes of chorus wave generation 
examined in this work. These four codes are well-known legacy codes from four different teams, which 
have been developed and used over many years to study chorus wave generation. The next sections focus on 
detailed comparisons between the characteristics (peak amplitudes, sizes, frequency sweep rates) of chorus 
wave packets produced by these four codes and the corresponding statistics of chorus wave packets obtained 
from multiple years of spacecraft observations near the magnetic equator in the inner magnetosphere.

2. Datasets of Spacecraft Observations and Numerical Models
2.1. Van Allen Probes and THEMIS Measurements

We use the full dataset (2012–2019) of Van Allen Probes (Mauk et al., 2013) waveform measurements of 
chorus waves at  3.5 6.5L  (mainly at  4.3 5.8L ) and 5  years of THEMIS spacecraft (Angelopou-
los, 2008) waveform measurements in the burst mode at  5 10L , both obtained near the magnetic equa-
tor. We focus on lower-band chorus waves with low wave normal angles (< 25 ). We use measurements 
from the Electric and Magnetic Field Instrument Suite and Integrated Science Waves instrument (Kletzing 
et al., 2013) providing three components of wave electric and magnetic fields on board the Van Allen Probes. 
Measurements within the plasmasphere are excluded based on the determination of the electron plasma 
frequency from the upper hybrid resonance frequency line in the 10–400 kHz range (Kurth et al., 2015). 
Measurements from the THEMIS search coil magnetometer (Le Contel et al., 2008) provide three-compo-
nent magnetic field fluctuations and waves between 0.1 Hz and 4 kHz and measurements from THEMIS 
Electric Field Instrument provide three-component waveforms up to 16 kHz (Bonnell et al., 2008), while 
the fluxgate magnetometer (Auster et al., 2008) data are used to obtain the background magnetic field.

Accurately evaluating the fast nonlinear acceleration of electrons up to MeVs by intense chorus waves is 
a crucial problem for understanding and modeling the dynamics of the outer radiation belt (Albert, 2002; 
Demekhov et al., 2009; Kubota & Omura, 2018; Omura et al., 2013; Vainchtein et al., 2018). Since strong 
variations of wave amplitude, phase, and frequency (possibly also wave normal) can control the efficiency 
of nonlinear electron acceleration by chorus waves (Kubota & Omura, 2018; Tao et al., 2013; X. J. Zhang, 
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Agapitov, et al., 2020), it is more appropriate to directly examine the time series of the wave magnetic am-
plitude (the waveform), rather than inspecting separate long rising tone chorus elements. One should also 
focus on intense wave packets that may be above the threshold for nonlinear trapping slightly away from the 
equator (Artemyev et al., 2014; Nunn, 1974; X. J. Zhang et al., 2019).

In the present study, we therefore select wave packets with peak full amplitudes , 50w peakB  pT, with wave 
packet size   calculated as the number of wave periods between the nearest dips in full wave amplitude 
below a fixed threshold of 50 pT (or at 10 pT if the amplitude dip is lower) on each side of the peak, as 
in previous works (X. J. Zhang, Agapitov, et al., 2020; X. J. Zhang, Mourenas, et al., 2020). Note that wave 
packets defined this way can correspond either to isolated wave packets, or to subpackets inside a tradition-
al long rising tone chorus element, or, more rarely, to long rising tone chorus packets which contain only 
moderate internal amplitude modulations. Using an alternative definition of wave packet length at half of 
their peak amplitude as in our previous work (X. J. Zhang et al., 2019) would have led to a larger fraction 
of short packets, but with the important inconvenience that many packets would be artificially truncated at 
an amplitude much higher than the peak amplitude of other packets (note that using a threshold defined 
as a small fraction of ,w peakB  is often impossible due to the high level of non-coherent wave noise around 
intense wave packets). We settled for a 50 pT threshold because this is also close to the minimum wave am-
plitude needed to reach the regime of nonlinear wave-particle interaction (Artemyev et al., 2014; X. J. Zhang 
et al., 2019). Using a lower threshold would often result in the classification of a long train of well separated 
wave packets as a single long packet, missing the fine structure of chorus waves that we wish to examine. 
Alternatively, using a higher threshold (e.g., 200 pT, see X. J. Zhang et al., 2018) would exclude many mod-
erate amplitude packets. Figures 1a, 1b, 2a, and 2b provide typical examples of long and short lower band 
chorus wave packets measured by the Van Allen Probes and THEMIS spacecraft, respectively at  5.8L  in 
the heart of the outer radiation belt and at larger distances from the Earth (  7.1L ).

2.2. Backward-Wave-Oscillator Model

The backward-wave-oscillator (BWO) model (Demekhov, 2011; Demekhov & Trakhtengerts, 2008; Deme-
khov et al., 2017) assumes a transition from convective to absolute cyclotron instability in the presence of 
a step-like deformation in the parallel (to the geomagnetic field) velocity distribution of energetic elec-
trons (this deformation may naturally occur in the presence of cyclotron generation of very low amplitude 
waves). This absolute instability is similar to a backward-wave-oscillator, due to the opposite direction of 
wave group velocity and resonant electron velocity. The waves propagate along a realistic geomagnetic field 
line with parabolic inhomogeneity. There is a set of approximations: (a) The BWO is assumed to have a low 
efficiency, for which variations of parallel electron velocity with respect to their initial values are taken into 
account only as an effect of electron escaping from the resonance, (b) the electron velocity distribution is 
assumed to possess a narrow maximum at a given transverse energy, and (c) the cold plasma density is as-
sumed to vary like the background magnetic field strength. These approximations allow to derive a simpli-
fied system of equations (Demekhov & Trakhtengerts, 2008). In the present simulation, we consider  7L ,  
a cold plasma density  35 cmcn , a wave frequency to gyrofrequency ratio of / 0.25cef f ,  2.86cef  kHz, 
and a transverse velocity V  of electrons equal to their cyclotron resonant parallel velocity. The initial wave 
amplitude is 0.15 pT for a wave refractive index of 18.3 (plasma frequency to gyrofrequency ratio / 8pe cef f ). 
Other parameters are described in detail in Demekhov et al. (2017). After their nonlinear growth, the simu-
lated rising tone chorus waves reach peak amplitudes of 800–1,000 pT at the boundary of generation region, 
≈3600 km away from the equator. For our analysis we use wave fields collected at this location and right at 
the equator. Figures 1c and 2c show typical examples of long and short wave packets from this simulation, 
generated in the equatorial source region (less than 4,000 km from the equator).

2.3. DAWN Hybrid Model

The DAWN hybrid code models cold electrons through linearized fluid equations and energetic electrons 
by particle-in-cell techniques (Tao,  2014) or nonlinear delta- f  methods (Tao et  al.,  2017). The energet-
ic electron distribution is modeled by a bi-Maxwellian with density hn . The background magnetic field is 
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Figure 1. Various examples of long chorus wave packets (a and b) wave packets measured by the Van Allen Probes 
and Time History of Events and Macroscale Interactions during Substorms spacecraft, respectively; (c) wave packet 
produced by the backward-wave-oscillator code; (d) wave packet produced by the DAWN hybrid code; (e) wave packet 
produced by the Vlasov hybrid code; (f) wave packet produced by the electron hybrid code.
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Figure 2. Various examples of short chorus wave packets (a and b) wave packets measured by the Van Allen Probes 
and Time History of Events and Macroscale Interactions during Substorms spacecraft, respectively; (c) wave packet 
produced by the backward-wave-oscillator code; (d) wave packet produced by the DAWN hybrid code; (e) wave packet 
produced by the Vlasov hybrid code; (f) wave packet produced by the electron hybrid code.
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assumed to be nearly dipolar and the generated chorus waves are parallel propagating from the magnetic 
equator. Full details on the DAWN code are provided in Tao (2014); Tao et al. (2017); Tao et al. (2020); Wu 
et al. (2020).

In the present simulation, we use the same parameters as in previous studies (Tao, 2014; Tao et al., 2017). 
To speed up computer calculations, we use a reduced scale length of the geomagnetic field inhomogeneity 
(equivalent to a reduced planet size) such that    2

0( ) ( 0)(1 )B z B z z , with   24.5/( )pLR , with z the 
distance to the equator,  /32p EarthR R  the planet size, and  4L  (and corresponding  14cef  kHz). The 
time step is 0.02/ ce and there are  55 10  time steps, 6,554 cells of size 0.05 / cec , 2,000 electrons per cell, with 

/ 5pe cef f , / 0.006h cn n , parallel thermal velocity  0.2v c, and transverse thermal velocity   0.53v c. 
The simulation leads to the nonlinear generation of rising tone chorus waves at / 0.25 0.5cef f  reaching 
peak amplitudes of 800 pT at ≈800 km away from the equator. For our analysis we use wave fields collected 
at five locations: ∼114 km, ∼228 km, ∼456 km, ∼912 km, and ∼1368 km away from the equator. Note that 
the background magnetic field gradient, and its rescaling, may influence the wave growth rate and the full 
length of a chorus element (e.g., see Demekhov & Trakhtengerts, 2008; Tao et al., 2014), but should not 
significantly affect much smaller scales (i.e., scales of individual wave packets) which are determined by 
modulations of the wave envelope. Figures 1d and 2d show typical examples of long and short wave packets 
from this simulation, generated in the equatorial source region (around 228 km away from the equator). In 
Figure 2d, irregular oscillations of the wave amplitude probably indicate a superposition of several waves 
of different amplitudes that, together, form a short wave packet (Nunn et al., 2021; Tao et al., 2013; X. J. 
Zhang, Mourenas, et al., 2020). In the present study, all wave packets are kept in both spacecraft and model 
datasets, without singling out quasi-monochromatic waves, because our main goal here is to compare the 
fine packet/subpacket structure of chorus waves in observations and simulations.

2.4. Vlasov Hybrid Model

The Vlasov hybrid simulation (VHS) code is one-dimensional along the realistic inhomogeneous (para-
bolic) geomagnetic field, assuming parallel propagating waves starting to grow from the equatorial zone 
(Nunn et al., 2005, 2009). The simulation box goes from  10000z  km to  10000z  km. In the present 
simulation, we consider  4L  outside the plasmasphere with  35.4 cmcn ,  15cef  kHz, f fpe ce/ . 1 5,  
with a keydown triggering wave of 10 pT at base frequency of 6.375 kHz introduced at  10000z  km. 
The anisotropic hot electron distribution consists of two bi-Maxwellians: the first one with   43 10h cn n , 
  34T  keV,  15T  keV, and the second one with   39 10h cn n ,   192T  keV,  60T  keV. This distribu-

tion function is scaled to give the desired value of linear growth rate of 280 dB/s at the equator at the trig-
gering (base) frequency. The VHS code neglects the dispersion effect with constant wave phase velocity and 
group velocity, and advances the wavefield with the narrow band wavefield equation at the base frequency. 
The nonlinearly generated rising tone chorus waves reach peak amplitudes of 150 pT at the boundary of 
the generation region, ≈6000 km away from the equator. For our analysis we use wave fields collected at 
this location. Figures 1e and 2e show typical examples of long and short wave packets from this simulation, 
generated in the equatorial source region (between 2000 km and 6000 km around the equator).

2.5. Electron Hybrid Model

The electron hybrid code treats cold electrons as a fluid and energetic electrons as particles treated via the 
standard particle-in-cell method with relativistic effects (Katoh & Omura, 2004, 2013, 2016). This code has 
reproduced the generation process of chorus with rising tones (Katoh & Omura, 2016; Omura et al., 2008). 

The system is one-dimensional along a realistic dipolar geomagnetic field line such that   2
0( ) (1 )B z B z ,  

with   4 5
2

. / ( )LR
Earth  at  4L  (and corresponding  14cef  kHz). The parameters of the simulation are 

the same as in Katoh and Omura  (2016). The number of grid points is 65,536 and the spatial extent of 
the simulation is 18,500  km from the magnetic equator in both hemispheres. The plasma frequency to 
gyrofrequency ratio is f fpe ce/ . 2 4. The 1 billion energetic electrons have an anisotropic initial velocity 
distribution with a density equal to   49.9 10h cn n , leading to whistler-mode wave generation at frequen-
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cies  / 0.25 0.5cef f . There is both a loss cone anisotropy and a temperature anisotropy, with parallel 
and transverse thermal momenta  0.2705thU c and   0.46852thU c, respectively. Figures 1f and 2f show 
typical examples of long and short wave packets from this simulation, generated in the equatorial source 
region (within 800 km of the equator). For our analysis we use wave fields collected at the equator and at 

800 1600 km away from the equator.

3. Wave Packet Sizes and Peak Amplitudes
3.1. Full Distributions

The distributions in ( , )
,

Bw peak   space of chorus wave packets from the backward-wave-oscillator code, the 
DAWN code, the VHS code, and the electron hybrid code are shown in Figure 3. Wave packets obtained 
within ∼ 1000 6000 km from the magnetic equator are shown. In addition, statistics from Van Allen Probes 
observations at  4.3 5.8L  in 2012–2019 show the full distribution of observed lower-band chorus wave 
packets collected within ∼ 6  of the geomagnetic equator, that is, less than 3,500 km from the equator. Sta-
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Figure 3. (a) Distributions in the ,( , )w peakB  space of wave packets from the backward-wave-oscillator code (gray 
circles), from the DAWN code (purple empty circles), from the Vlasov hybrid simulation code (dark blue circles), and 
from the electron hybrid code (light blue squares). Statistical results from 2012 to 2019 Van Allen Probes observations 
show the probability of wave packets to be inside a given ,( , )w peakB  bin (color scale). (b) Probability distribution 
function of wave packets as a function of ,w peakB , for the Van Allen Probes (thick black curve) and the four different 
codes (same colors as in panel (a)). (c) Same as (a) in the , 0( / , )w peakB B  space, with 0B  the equatorial background 
magnetic field strength. White lines show fits of the form   , 0( / )Aw peakB B  for each code, with corresponding 
exponents A given in the text (only packets with    f t f/ /

2
2 are shown). (d) Same as (b) but as a function of 

, 0/w peakB B .
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tistics from THEMIS measurements, which cover higher L-shells (  5 10L ), are very similar to Van Allen 
Probes results (X. J. Zhang, Mourenas, et al., 2020).

Figures 3a and 3b show that wave packets from the four different codes recover well the ,( , )w peakB  domain 
(in yellow to red) corresponding to the main population of observed chorus wave packets, although each 
simulation recovers different portions of this full ,( , )w peakB  domain. The VHS, BWO, electron hybrid, and 
DAWN simulations, in this order, cover progressively larger amplitudes ,w peakB  for constant   in Figures 3a 
and 3b and tend also toward smaller   values. The probability distribution functions (PDF) of ,w peakB  of 
wave packets from the VHS simulation is similar to the statistical distribution from Van Allen Probes obser-
vations in Figure 3b, with a peak at ∼ 65 150 pT, while wave packets from the electron hybrid simulation 
have slightly higher amplitudes  , 80 500w peakB  pT than in observations. The PDF of ,w peakB  from the 
BWO simulation has two peaks, one recovering the PDF of observations, but also another one of nearly 
the same magnitude at larger , 500w peakB  pT, corresponding to much more frequent intense packets in 
the simulation than in statistical observations. Finally, the PDF of ,w peakB  from the DAWN simulation has 
one broad peak at peak amplitudes ∼ 150 650 pT higher than in statistical observations. Van Allen Probes 
statistics show that most observed wave packets have  , 60 250w peakB  pT, with much more rare wave 
packets up to 1–2 nT.

The different peak amplitudes of wave packets in the different simulations and in observations in Figure 3b 
are likely mainly related to the different parameters of cold plasma and geomagnetic field (L-shell or cef , 

/pe cef f ,  ) and of the anisotropic energetic electron distributions used in the different simulations (to keep 
typical parameters previously explored with each code), because such parameters correspond to different 
wave growth rates and final amplitudes. In this regard, it is worth emphasizing that initial parameters for 
each simulation cover only a small portion the full range of cold plasma and electron distribution parame-
ters corresponding to actual observations. Besides, using different amplitudes for the initial triggering waves 
in the simulations is known to have a very weak impact on the final characteristics of the triggered waves 
(Hikishima & Omura, 2012). Figures 3c and 3d show the same results as a function of wave packet peak am-
plitude , 0/w peakB B  normalized to the equatorial background magnetic field strength 0B  to take into account 
the different L-shells covered in simulations and observations. With this normalization, wave packets from 
the electron hybrid simulation (performed at  4L  vs.  4.5 5.8L  in observations) recover well the main 
population of observed chorus wave packets. However, the distributions of wave packets from the other 
simulations are only slightly shifted compared with observations. Thus, wave packet amplitudes are mostly 
determined by parameters of the anisotropic energetic electron distribution in the wave source region (or 
by the corresponding wave growth rate), and depend less on the background magnetic field characteristics.

When considering the position of wave packets in the ( , )
,

Bw peak   space in Figures 3a and 3c, the back-
ward-wave-oscillator code recovers well the main region of observed chorus wave packets. In particular, it 
recovers well the domain of the observed intense wave packets, which are more rare (∼5% of all the pack-
ets) but generally longer (  40 100) than less intense packets, because this code was mainly designed 
to model such intense chorus wave packets. Wave packets from the VHS simulation reach slightly smaller 
sizes (  10 75) and are less intense. The DAWN and electron hybrid simulations mostly cover the range 
  3 20 of the main population of chorus wave packets observed by satellites (representing ∼95% of all 
packets), but with slightly higher average amplitudes (  , 0.1 0.6w peakB  nT). With its higher   value used 
in this simulation than in reality, the DAWN code was expected to produce more intense waves than in ob-
servations (Katoh & Omura, 2013; Tao, 2014).

Notwithstanding these differences, it is worth emphasizing that all four simulations successfully reproduce 
the general physical trend of packet size   increase like   3/2

,w peakB  as in statistics of chorus wave packets 
from the Van Allen Probes observations (see Figures 3a and 3c). The slopes obtained from least squares lin-
ear fitting of the data shown in Figure 3c are:   1.7 1.2

,w peakB  (DAWN),   2.5 1.5
,w peakB  (VHS),   1.6 1.2

,w peakB  (electron 
hybrid code),   1.3 1.0

,w peakB  (BWO) (these slopes are obtained by fitting median B Bw peak,
/

0
 values in each   

bin). The wave packet size  , calculated as the number of wave periods during which the full wave am-
plitude remains above a fixed threshold of 50 pT, becomes larger due to the higher peak amplitude. The 
observed trend is consistent with an average wave packet shape B t B t tw w peak peak( ) / (| | )

,

/
/    2 3  down 

to  50wB  pT (the threshold for determining packet size), with  2/3max(| | )peakt t  and peakt  the time 
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when the packet reaches its peak amplitude. This corresponds to wave packets with an amplitude decreas-
ing more and more slowly away from the peak, like for many wave packets from both observations and 
simulations shown in Figures 1 and 2.

Figure 4 shows the variation of the distributions of wave packets in the ,( , )w peakB  space, as a function of 
the distance from the magnetic equator, in observations and for the four different simulations. Note that in 
all simulations, the maximum distance from the equator is ∼ 1000 6000 km, implying that all wave packets 
probably remain within the region of sustained nonlinear chorus wave growth (Demekhov & Trakhten-
gerts, 2008; Omura et al., 2008).

In all simulations, both the size   and peak amplitudes ,w peakB  of wave packets are found to increase on 
average from the equator to a distance of ≈ 1000 6000 km from the equator. This is especially well seen in 
the electron hybrid simulation in Figures 4g and 4h and in the DAWN simulation in Figures 4c and 4d. It is 
likely due to the nonlinear convective growth of the wave amplitude as the waves propagate away from the 
equator (Omura et al., 2008). The wave packet size, calculated above a fixed threshold of 50 pT, becomes 
larger due to the higher peak amplitude (for roughly similar average packet shapes). The frequency sweep 
rate  f t/  of wave packets seems to decrease in general as   increases for a given amplitude range.

3.2. Rising and Falling Frequency Wave Packets

Figure  5 shows the distributions in the ,( , )w peakB  space of chorus wave packets, separately for packets 
with rising frequency (  / 0f t ) and falling frequency (  / 0f t ), for the four simulations and satellite 
observations. Inside each wave packet from observations and simulations selected with , 50w peakB  pT, 
the frequency sweep rate  f t/  was determined through linear regression, using wave half-periods calcu-
lated between two successive zeros of one transverse component of the wavefield (X. J. Zhang, Mourenas, 
et al., 2020). Note that falling and rising frequency wave packets are classified here by the frequency var-
iation within each wave packet, and that these wave packets are often much shorter than a full chorus 
element – which generally lasts more than 0.1 s and includes many of such wave packets (or subpackets). 
Therefore, the presence (or absence) of falling and rising frequency wave packets is not necessarily related 
to the presence (or absence) of full falling and rising tone chorus elements in spacecraft and model datasets.

For the traditional long (  30 50, or  0.05 0.1 s) rising or falling tones discussed in many past studies 
(Burtis & Helliwell, 1976; Li, Thorne, et al., 2011), satellite statistics have demonstrated that such long rising 
tones are ∼ 10 20 times more frequent than long falling tones and have quasi-parallel wave normal angles, 
contrasting with the more oblique wave normal angles (> 60 ) of long falling tones in general (Li, Thorne, 
et al., 2011; Taubenschuss et al., 2014). Both Van Allen Probes observations in 2012–2019 and simulations 
in Figure 5 confirm that the longest (and more rare) quasi-parallel wave packets with   30 40 more 
frequently correspond to rising tones than falling tones. Based on previous simulations and theoretical 
works in a realistic dipolar magnetic field configuration (Nunn & Omura, 2012), quasi-parallel long falling 
tones should correspond to the formation of an electron hill in which more electrons are trapped in the 
wave potential, upstream from the equator. Effective entrapping then takes place at the wavefront, which 
should correspond to not-too-long wave packets for such falling tones. For very long wave packets, an elec-
tron hole should usually develop instead, corresponding to long rising tones (Hikishima & Omura, 2012; 
Omura et al., 2008). Both observation and some simulations in Figure 5 seem to roughly confirm this gen-
eral trend for the longest wave packets with   30 40. The obliquity of such long falling tones cannot 
be reproduced by the present one-dimensional codes, but ray-tracing simulations have shown that parallel 
long falling tones generated upstream from the equator (Nunn & Omura, 2012) should become significantly 
oblique after crossing the equator, as in observations (Yamaguchi et al., 2013).

But let us now examine the much more frequent rising or falling frequency short wave packets, which have 
much shorter sizes (  30, or  0.03 0.05 s) than the long rising and falling tones considered in many 
past studies. In the case of such intense short wave packets with quasi-parallel wave normal angles, Van 
Allen Probes observations have shown the presence of similar quantities of packets with rising and falling 
frequency (X. J. Zhang, Mourenas, et al., 2020). The four simulations in Figure 5 also show the presence of 
similar amounts of rising and falling frequency short packets, in agreement with statistical observations. 
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Figure 4. (a) Distributions in the ( , )
,

Bw peak   space of wave packets from the backward-wave-oscillator code in the 
equatorial source region. Statistical results from 2012 to 2019 Van Allen Probes observations show the probability of 
wave packets to be inside a given ( , )

,
Bw peak   bin (gray scale). Colors give the sweep rate  /f t of wave packets from the 

simulation (only packets with    f t f/ /
2
2 are shown). (b) Same as (a) but ∼3600 km away from the magnetic equator. 

(c and d) Same as (a and b) for wave packets from the DAWN code (at 245 and 1,000 km from the equator, respectively). 
(e and f) Same as (a and b) for wave packets from the VHS code (near equator and at 6,000 km from the equator, 
respectively). (g and h) Same as (a and b) for wave packets from the electron hybrid code (at 0 and 1,100 km from the 
equator, respectively).
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Figure 5. (a) Distributions in the ( , )
,

Bw peak   space of rising frequency wave packets from the backward-wave-oscillator 
code at some distance (∼ 1000 3600 km) from the magnetic equator (black circles). Statistical results from 2012 to 2019 
Van Allen Probes observations show the probability of rising frequency wave packets to be inside a given ( , )

,
Bw peak   bin 

(color scale). (b) Same as (a) but for falling frequency packets. (c and d) Same as (a and b) for wave packets from the 
DAWN code. (e and f) Same as (a and b) for wave packets from the Vlasov hybrid simulation code. (g and h) Same as (a 
and b) wave packets from the electron hybrid code.
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Such rising and falling frequency short packets could be formed through nonlinear amplitude modulation 
at the trapping frequency, potentially leading to a faster frequency variations at packet edges inside the 
shortest packets (Morales & O'Neil, 1972; Tao et al., 2017). Alternatively, they could result from wave super-
position whenever two or more waves are simultaneously present with similar amplitudes and a sufficiently 
large frequency difference, leading to fast frequency variations near packet edges (Tao et al.,  2013; X. J. 
Zhang, Agapitov, et al., 2020; X. J. Zhang, Mourenas, et al., 2020). These two different mechanisms might 
explain the very large sweep rates   f t/ 40 kHz/s often obtained for   20 in both observations and 
simulations in Figure 5. The next section will be devoted to a closer examination of frequency sweep rates.

4. Wave Packet Sizes and Frequency Sweep Rates
Let us first remind the reader that Van Allen Probes chorus wave data is taken at low latitudes (< 6 ) 
within the generation region close to the equator, and that we mainly examine relatively short packets  
(  25 50) instead of the traditional long rising tone chorus elements studied in many past works. For 
long rising tones, frequency sweep rate theory is already well advanced (Demekhov & Trakhtengerts, 2008; 
Nunn, 1974; Omura et al., 2008; Vomvoridis et al., 1982; Wu et al., 2020) and tested (Cully et al., 2011; 
Macúšová et al., 2010; Nunn et al., 2009; Tao et al., 2012). However, the physical processes governing fre-
quency sweep rates inside relatively short wave packets (or subpackets) may be different from the processes 
controlling average frequency sweep rates of long rising tone chorus elements (  100 150). Long rising 
tones have generally moderate and mostly positive  f t/  values calculated by linear regression over their 
full duration (X. J. Zhang, Mourenas, et al., 2020), partly due to a smoothing of frequency variation over a 
very long time period. In contrast, the wave frequency varies more strongly and more randomly inside short 
packets, with nearly as many rising and falling frequency packets (X. J. Zhang, Mourenas, et al., 2020). In 
this case,  f t/  can be much larger than the typical frequency variation of an individual wave, because f  is 
determined as half the inverse of the time interval between two successive zero crossings of one transverse 
magnetic amplitude component in the full time series, and this magnetic component may then result from 
a superposition of different waves of varying amplitudes (X. J. Zhang, Mourenas, et al., 2020).

Figure 6a shows the distribution of wave packets in the ( , / )  f t  space obtained from the four different 
codes and from satellite observations. The ( , / )  f t  domains covered by wave packets from the DAWN, elec-
tron hybrid, VHS, and BWO simulations are remarkably complementary and, together, they cover nearly 
the whole parameter region (in yellow to red) containing the majority of the observed chorus wave packets. 
Wave packets from the simulations do not appear in significant numbers outside this region. The back-
ward-wave-oscillator code recovers well the main region of the observed intense wave packets, located at 
  10 100 and    f t/ 1 10 kHz/s (in red). The DAWN and electron hybrid simulations cover a different 
( , / )  f t  portion of the main domain of statistical observations, at smaller   3 15 and very high sweep 
rates of    f t/ 30 1000 kHz/s and    f t/ 100 3000 kHz/s, respectively. The VHS simulation reproduc-
es observed wave packets at   7 60 and moderate    f t/ 5 500 kHz/s.

The decrease of the mean sweep rate approximately like   f t/ /1
2  as   increases in observations is well 

reproduced by the four simulations. This trend may have two different physical origins. The high amplitude 
of chorus waves may lead to their amplitude modulation at the trapping frequency (related to momen-
tum and energy conservation in the wave frame; e.g., see Morales & O'Neil, 1972), potentially allowing the 
formation of packets of finite size     

tr tr
f f/ 5 20 (with trf  the trapping frequency) for a typical 

transverse energy of resonant energetic electrons smaller than 100–150 keV (Tao et al., 2017). This nonline-
ar mechanism likely explains the generation of some of the short and intense wave packets produced in the 
different simulations. In particular, the DAWN and electron hybrid simulations produce many short pack-
ets with   5 20 and , 0.2 0.5w peakB  nT that correspond to large frequency sweep rates >20 kHz/s. 
For such intense wave packets, the obtained  f t/  values roughly correspond to the analytical nonlinear 
sweep rates | / | | | | | /  f t S f S f

NL tr tr
 2 2 2  of chorus waves derived by Vomvoridis et al.  (1982), Omura 

et al. (2008), and Demekhov and Trakhtengerts (2008), where | | 0.4S  is the inhomogeneity factor. Howev-
er, the validity of such analytical expressions of ( / ) f t

NL
, initially derived under the assumption of a slowly 

varying wave amplitude (Demekhov & Trakhtengerts, 2008; Omura et al., 2008), may become questionable 
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for the shortest packets with   5 obtained in the DAWN and electron hybrid simulations, as well as in 
satellite observations.

Moreover, the very short wave packets with   3 10 and moderate , 0.3w peakB  nT obtained in the 
electron hybrid simulation may not result only from an amplitude modulation at the trapping frequency, 
because for the low  4L  and small f fpe ce/ . 2 4 used in this simulation, the trapping period should then 
remain relatively long (>13/ f ), corresponding to amplitude modulations of length   13tr .

How to explain the formation of such very short packets with   6 and low amplitudes , 0.3w peakB  nT? 
In fact, the spectrum of the electron hybrid simulation (provided in Figure 2b from Katoh & Omura, 2016) 
shows the presence of not only one, but two simultaneous rising tone chorus waves of similar amplitudes. 
These two rising tones have a frequency difference   / 5 that may lead to wave amplitude modula-
tion by wave superposition, forming packets of size    /  5 even for low amplitudes waves (Tao 
et al., 2013; X. J. Zhang, Mourenas, et al., 2020). Some wave superposition can also be seen at different times 
in the spectrum from the DAWN code (Tao, 2014; Tao et al., 2017). Wave superposition is often accompa-
nied by sudden and large jumps in packet frequency/phase near packet edges and can lead to a frequency 
sweep rate inside short packets | / | /  f t f

2 2  (Nunn et al., 2021; X. J. Zhang, Agapitov, et al., 2020; X. J. 
Zhang, Mourenas, et al., 2020). Similarly fast positive and negative wave frequency variations at the edges 
of short chorus wave packets have been found in self-consistent electromagnetic full-particle simulations, 
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Figure 6. (a) Distributions in the ( , / )  f t  space of wave packets from the backward-wave-oscillator code (gray 
circles), from the DAWN code (purple empty circles), from the Vlasov hybrid simulation code (dark blue circles), and 
from the electron hybrid code (light blue squares). Statistical results from 2012 to 2019 Van Allen Probes observations 
show the probability of wave packets to be inside a given ( , / )  f t  bin (color scale). Only packets with | / | /  f t f

2
2 

are shown. (b) Probability distribution function of wave packets as a function of  f t/ , for the Van Allen Probes 
(thick black curve) and the four different codes (same colors as in panel (a)). (c and d) Same as (a and b) but using the 
normalized sweep rate ( / ) / f t f

2 in both observations and simulations.
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often at times when the spectrum showed the coexistence of waves of moderate amplitudes (Hikishima & 
Omura, 2012). Recent results from the TRISTAN-MP full-particle PIC code have also shown the frequent 
presence of simultaneous chorus waves generated with a significant frequency difference in simulations 
with a high initial anisotropy of the hot electron distribution (Kuzichev et al., 2019). The simultaneous pres-
ence of different waves has also been noticed in a Bayesian analysis of an observed long rising tone chorus 
element (Crabtree et al., 2017). Statistics of fast frequency variations inside chorus packets measured by 
the Van Allen Probes, as well as spectra of long wave packets, similarly suggest a frequent presence of wave 
superposition (X. J. Zhang, Mourenas, et al., 2020). Accordingly, the shortest wave packets in the electron 
hybrid simulation could have been partly formed by wave superposition, together with some amplitude 
modulation at the trapping frequency.

The larger median  f t/  values in the electron hybrid simulation than in Van Allen Probes observations in 
Figure 6a could stem (a) from the roughly twice higher wave frequency in the simulation at  4L  than in 
statistical observations at  5L , or (b) from a superposition of three waves instead of two, or (c) from the 
roughly twice larger peak amplitude of wave packets in the simulation than in observations (see Figure 6b). 
To check the effect of wave frequency, Figures  6c and  6d show the distribution of wave packets in the 
( , | / | / )  f t f

2  space for the four different codes and for satellite observations, using the normalized sweep 
rate | / | / f t f

2 independent of wave frequency. Wave packets from all simulations are now shifted well in-
side the main region of chorus wave packet observations (in red and yellow). Both simulations and obser-
vations clearly show the same physical trend | / | ( . ) /    f t f0 5 1

2 2 , in agreement with the suggested 
mechanisms of wave superposition or nonlinear amplitude modulation and frequency drift. Further inves-
tigations have started to assess the relative importance of these two mechanisms in observations and sim-
ulations (Nunn et al., 2021). But this is beyond the scope of the present paper and it is left for future work.

5. Conclusions
In the present paper, we have compared the fine structure of waves produced by four different codes of 
nonlinear chorus wave generation with statistical results from the Van Allen Probes in the inner magneto-
sphere. We used the same method of wave packet identification and analysis for all these datasets, focusing 
on the near equatorial source region where chorus waves are generated. Simulations performed with the 
backward-wave-oscillator code, electron hybrid code, Vlasov hybrid code, and DAWN hybrid code, have 
all produced wave packets having very similar characteristics as the observed chorus wave packets. The 
four simulations have recovered different, and remarkably complementary, parameter domains of observed 
wave packet sizes, amplitudes, and frequency sweep rates. This demonstrates the reliability of these differ-
ent codes in reproducing realistic chorus waves observed by satellites in the outer radiation belt and in the 
plasma sheet. These four codes can therefore be used with confidence to study chorus wave generation, and 
to better understand and predict the dynamics of electrons interacting with these waves.

In all simulations, wave packet sizes and amplitudes were found to increase with propagation away from 
the equator, as expected for a nonlinear convective wave growth from the equatorial source region (Omura 
et al., 2008; Summers et al., 2012). In addition, all simulations allowed to produce at least some short wave 
packets (10 wave periods long or less) with large frequency sweep rates, with relatively similar amounts of 
rising and falling frequency short packets, as for the overwhelming majority of the observed chorus wave 
packets. This result was obtained in spite of the mainly rising tone appearance of individual chorus waves 
over much longer times scales ( 0.05 0.1 s) in simulations and observations. The two main physical trends 
of wave packet size increase like   3/2

,w peakB  and frequency sweep rate variation like | / | /  f t f
2 2  iden-

tified in statistical observations from the Van Allen Probes were fairly well reproduced in the simulations. 
These characteristics of short wave packets (or subpackets) are probably related to nonlinear trapping-in-
duced amplitude modulation and frequency drift (Demekhov & Trakhtengerts, 2008; Omura et al., 2008; 
Tao et al., 2017; Trakhtengerts et al., 2004) and/or to the presence of wave superposition (Nunn et al., 2021; 
X. J. Zhang, Mourenas, et al., 2020), identified in some simulations.

However, it is worth emphasizing the wide parameter domain (of packet sizes, amplitudes, and frequency 
sweep rates) of chorus wave packets measured by satellites. The different initial conditions used in each 
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simulation (plasma density, electron gyrofrequency, wave frequency, anisotropy of the energetic electron 
distribution) have been found to often lead to different wave packet sizes, amplitudes, and sweep rates. 
Therefore, great care should be exerted when selecting initial conditions in a given code to reproduce a 
particular parameter domain of the observed chorus waves - for example, the more frequent moderate am-
plitude short packets, or the less frequent but more intense long wave packets (X. Zhang et al., 2019). In the 
future, it would be interesting to perform a similar comparison between the fine structure of oblique chorus 
waves in observations and in numerical simulations, since the nonlinear evolution of intense oblique waves 
is probably quite complex (Agapitov, Drake, et al., 2018).

Data Availability Statement
Van Allen Probes EMFISIS data were obtained from https://emfisis.physics.uiowa.edu/data/index, and 
THEMIS data from http://themis.ssl.berkeley.edu/. Data access and processing were done using SPEDAS 
V3.1 (Angelopoulos et al., 2019).
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